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VOLUNTARY ANNOUNCEMENT

This announcement is made on a voluntary basis by Starrise Media Holdings Limited (the 
“Company”, together with its subsidiaries, the “Group”) to provide the shareholders of 
the Company and potential investors an update on the latest business developments of the 
Group.

The board of directors of the Company (the “Board”) is pleased to announce that 
“Yidaihongshang” (一代洪商), a large-scale television series which was invested and 
produced by Beijing Huasheng Taitong Media Investment Company Limited (北京華晟泰
通傳媒投資有限公司), a wholly-owned subsidiary of the Group, has started shooting on 26 
October 2018 in Hongjiang, Hunan. It is expected to finish shooting by the end of January 
2019.

“Yidaihongshang” tells the story of LIU Yunxiang, the owner of Yuanlong oil store, and 
YANG Tongchang, the owner of Hengshun oil store. They hold strong to their morality and 
try their best to help the country and its community, even at the expense of their immense 
sufferings. Their children are as passionate as they are and sacrifice their lives to defend the 
country.

The television series “Yidaihongshang” is directed by LU Qi (路奇), starring ZHANG 
Fengyi (張豐毅), NIU Li (牛莉), ZHANG Hanyun (張含韻), GAO Liwen (高麗雯), Li-
Chun LEE (李立群), ZHANG Rui (張睿), MA Xiaowei (馬曉偉), DING Haifeng (丁海
峰), and KOU Guanhai (寇冠海). The executive producer of the television series is MENG 
Fanyao (孟凡耀).
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The Board believes that, upon completion of the shooting and successful broadcasting of 
“Yidaihongshang”, the Company’s competitiveness will be further enhanced. The Company 
continues to be optimistic about the film, television and media industry in China and is 
confident in its film, television and media business. The Company will continue to explore 
opportunities in the film, television and media industry to achieve better returns to reward 
the support of the shareholders of the Company.
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